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ABSTRACT In a data sharing system, it is a basic requirement for a user, who has an appropriate

privilege to perform keyword retrieval for encrypted documents stored in the cloud. Although traditional

searchable encryption technology can provide data protection and retrieval characteristic, there are some

main issues should also be considered. First, most existing attribute-based searchable encryption schemes

only support single-keyword search, which may return abundant irrelevant search results, resulting in a

waste of computational and broadband resources. Second, the user often needs to seek some data related

to some particular keywords but his attributes may be altered frequently. Third, the cloud server is not

completely loyal which sometimes returns a fraction of erroneous search results. Focus on these issues,

a practical multi-keyword searchable encryption scheme is proposed for data integrity verification and

attribute revocation by combining the ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) and auditing

ideas. The scheme on one hand supports multi-keyword search which avoids the cloud server yield ample

irrelevant documents by narrowing the search scope, and the other hand can implement effectively attribute

revocation by entrusting ciphertext updates to the powerful cloud server, thereby preventing access by illegal

users. Furthermore, third-party audits use verification algorithms to ensure the correctness of search results

and reduce the amount of computing by end users. The most critically, the scheme proved to be resistant

to selective plaintext attacks and selective keyword attacks under the general group model. The extensive

experimental results demonstrate that the scheme is more expressive, efficient, and feasible in the practical

applications.

INDEX TERMS Access control, keywords search, data verification, attributes revocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with cloud computing [1] developing, cloud stor-

age is an emerging storage technology for users to store

and access data. A mass of enterprises and individuals out-

source shared their data to these cloud platforms for store

and manage. However, at the same time as bringing conve-

nience, cloud storage is along with the security problem of

data and the risk of user privacy disclosure. This is owing

to the fact that when a large amount of data stored in the

cloud server is away from the data owners’ physical control.

In addition, data stored in the cloud inevitably leads to data
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security problems, such as data are falsified, lost, illegally

accessed or stolen.

So, how to guarantee the security and confidentiality of

the data? One of the traditional ways to enhance file privacy

is to encrypt the data before outsourcing it onto a cloud

server. Then, Waters and Sahai [2] first introduced a new

attribute-based encryption (ABE) method, that is consid-

ered to be an efficient encryption medium with fine-grained

access control in cloud storage. However, when a number of

encrypted data is stored on the cloud server, it will make the

retrieval over encrypted data extremely difficult. In this case,

the most straightforward solution is that the user downloads

encrypted data sets from the cloud and decrypts them locally

before searching. Obviously, this method not only increases
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the communication overhead, but also accumulates the com-

putational cost of the client. So, it is not feasible in the case

of large data size, insufficient network bandwidth, and weak

client computing power. Thus, how to search encrypted files

is a problem in practice.

Searchable encryption [3]–[5] technology enables users to

retrieve over ciphertexts via keywords and search data of their

interest. On this basis, a large number of public key encryp-

tion schemes based on keyword search [6],[7] are proposed.

Most of these schemes not support multiple keyword search,

but the strength of single keyword search is not enough which

would output a lot of irrelevant search data and cause low

search efficiency. Therefore, the research of efficient multi-

keyword searchable encryption scheme has high theoretical

value and practical significance.

However, the cloud server is not completely trusted and

it is curious about some sensitive information in real-world

applications. Although it will perform the search operation

correctly, there are some dishonest behaviors: 1) tamper with

the received encrypt data, 2) collude with malicious users to

send wrong search results, 3) save more storage space to earn

more benefits, delete part of the encrypted data, and then fake

the relevant search result when the user needs it. Hence, it is

required for a scheme supporting keyword search verification

to ensure the accuracy of the search data.

Besides, in searchable encryption schemes for fine-grained

access control, CP-ABE technology is suitable for granting

access rights based on user attributes rather than user lists.

Thus, during the in-depth study of CP-ABE, attribute revo-

cation mechanism has attracted more and more attention.

Especially in practical applications, due to the change of user

rights, the system to manage the attributes according to actual

needs is required. Since multiple users can share an attribute,

once any attribute of the shared is revoked, it will inevitably

affect other users who have the revocation attribute. In the

traditional solution, the data needs to be re-encrypted and the

user key needs to be updated [8]–[11]. However, the disad-

vantage of thismethod is that a large amount of computational

overhead is required when a lot of data is saved at the cloud

server or lots of users exist in the system. Therefore, attribute

revocation is a challenging problem.

Based on the above problems, in the cloud storage,

the existing ABE schemes implement verifiable keyword

search or effective attribute revocation independently, and

there is no solution that simultaneously solves the above prob-

lems efficiently and simply. Because the system parameters

between a keyword searchable program and an attribute revo-

cable program are different, and their concerns are usually

different too, it is difficult to directly integrate existing tech-

nologies. Furthermore, even though firsthand combination is

possible, it may lead to the redundancy of certain parameters.

But in fact, these problems need to be solved at the same time

to meet the actual needs in the cloud environment. There-

fore, it is necessary to construct a verifiable, multi- keyword

searchable and attribute revocable ABE scheme to handle

data access in cloud storage and to ensure data security in

cloud environment. Aim to address these issues, in this paper,

we firstly probe verifiable multi-keyword search via a trusted

third party, and then to discuss effective attribute revocation

method. As a further illustrate, we evaluate the scheme’s

performance by using the real-world datasets, in which it

shows our paper more feasible and more efficient in practice.

Our contributions: In the scheme, we proposed a multi-

keyword search scheme which supports data integrity veri-

fication and attribute revocation simultaneously by utilizing

CP-ABE technique and signature algorithm. The key contri-

butions of our scheme can be summarized as follows:

1) We proposed a multi-keyword searchable encryp-

tion technique that allows legitimate users to retrieve

ciphertext based on some specified keywords. At the

same time, it is guaranteed that the attacker cannot

obtain the keyword information from the user query

through the keyword ciphertext.

2) We introduced a trusted third-party entity, and then use

the signature mechanism to verify the integrity of the

search results returned by the unauthentic cloud server.

3) We proposed an efficient instant attribute revocation

method, which only needs to update the key and cipher-

text associated with the revocation attribute during the

entire revocation period. In addition, the attribute revo-

cation algorithm revokes a certain attribute of the user

and does not affect other users’ attribute.

4) Simulation experiments based on actual data sets show

that the paper is efficient and feasible in practical

application scenarios.

II. RELATED WORK

A. CIPHERTEXT-POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION

Attribute-based encryption (ABE)introduced by Ali et al. [1]

is considered an expansion of identity-based encryp-

tion (IBE) [12] by treating identity as a set of attributes.

It is a flexible and versatile solution for fine-grained access

control of encrypted data in cloud computing. So far, there

are two types of ABE schemes, namely ciphertext pol-

icy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) and key policy

attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE), which are proposed by

Goyal et al. [13]. The CP-ABE scheme applies to the cipher-

text is related with the access policy, and the user’s key is

related with the attributes. The user can decrypt the ciphertext

only if the user’s attribute set satisfies the ciphertext access

control. The KP-ABE scheme is the opposite of CP-ABE.

In this paper, we used the CP-ABE mechanism, since the

CP-ABE mechanism more applicable to the current cloud

storage system. To this day, a lot of CP-ABE schemes

offered secure data access policy, but these proposals are still

flawed when used in reality. In 2013, Hur [14] introduced an

CP-ABE data sharing method which utilized a less efficient

tree access structure to complete user revocation through

proxy encryption, and the solution was short of data integrity

verification. In 2015, Jian et al. [15] based on CP-ABE con-

structed a hybrid encryption and data access control scheme,

it was proved that the scheme is flexible and efficient,
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but the scheme did not support keyword searching feature.

Su et al. [16] introduced a practical searchable CP-ABE

scheme in cloud storage in 2017, the scheme protect the data

privacy and user’s queries privacy, but the solution lack of

data integrity verification. In 2018, Cui et al. [17] put forward

a CP-ABE with partially hidden access structures, whereas in

the scheme the user’s attribute revocation and data integrity

verification remains to be studied. And then more CP-ABE

schemes are available in the literature [18]–[21].

B. KEYWORD SEARCH ON THE ENCRYPTED DATA

In order to facilitate retrieval on encrypted data, Song et al. [3]

first proposed the concept of searchable encryption. After

that, the public key encryption with keyword search scheme

was presented by Boneh et al. [4], where the data owner

first uploads the encrypted file and the related keyword index

to the cloud server, then the user generates a search token

according to the private key and the keyword of interest,

and then he sends the token to the cloud server. The cloud

server uses the received token to search for data of inter-

est for the user and returns the search results to the user.

Wang et al. [22] introduced a keyword search and attribute

revocation scheme in 2016, which provides keyword search

function and supports user’s multiple attributes revocation.

In 2017, Qiu et al. [23] put forth a keyword search scheme

for hidden policy, and proved that the scheme is secure

under the general group model. In 2018, Yin et al. [24]

proposed a searchable CP-ABE scheme. Because majority of

the schemes [25]–[27] can’t support multi-keyword search,

to compensate this, amount multi-keyword search [28]–[33]

schemes have been constructed. In 2016, Li et al. [28]

presented a fine-grained multi-keyword search scheme over

encrypted cloud storage data, which enhance better users’

practice and more accurate search. In 2017, a multi-keyword

multi-sever searchable encryption program based on cloud

storage was put forward by Huang et al. [29], which is

demonstrated to be secure resist adaptive chosen keyword

challenge. However, none of the above schemes support data

integrity verification, some even do not countenance user

attribute revocation.

C. VERIFIABLE KEYWORD SEARCH

In real-world applications, the cloud server is usually

regarded as a curious and semi-honest entity. In other words,

the cloud server sometimes only perform a few search tasks

and output a small number of incorrect search data to the user.

So it is necessary to perform keyword search verification.

In recent years, some verifiable keyword search schemes

are proposed [34]–[36]. In 2015, Zheng et al. [35] intro-

duced a verifiable CP-ABKS searchable encryption scheme

which use different access control policies to encrypt dif-

ferent keywords during the encryption process. In the pro-

cess of the execution of the verification algorithm by the

server, different return information is generated for differ-

ent access policies, and the user can determine whether the

server strictly performs the verification algorithm according

TABLE 1. Symbols table.

to the returned information. The shortcomings of this scheme

are that the adoption of a less efficient tree access struc-

ture, the search operation is related to the attribute and the

attribute revocation function is not implemented. In 2016,

Sun et al. [36] proposed a plausibility check of search results

and a fine-grained authorization scheme, which resulted in

a large amount of computational overhead as the amount

of attributes increasing in the scheme. Although the above

scheme achieves a verifiable keyword search to some extent

via using a bloom filter, the search result would not be exactly

verified because of the bloom filter’s high false positive rate.

Moreover, these proposals cannot be widely applied.

D. ATTRIBUTE REVOCATION BASED ON

ATTRIBUTE ENCRYPTION

In recent years, revocation mechanism has been paid more

and more attention. In the basic ABE data sharing sys-

tem, it is great important to implement an efficient attribute

revocation mechanism. Then, attribute revocation based on

attribute encryption schemes [22], [37], [38] with different

features have been presented. In 2016, Sun et al. [36] used

proxy re-encryption technology to construct a scheme with

verifiable keyword seek and support user attribute revoca-

tion, but the computational cost are huge. In the same year,

Wang et al. [39] constructed an attribute encryption scheme

with two attribute revocation lists, which is a promotion of

a scheme containing a single attribute list, yet it has no

keyword search function. In 2018, Liang et al. [40] introduced

a KP-ABE scheme with attribute revocation, which achieved

fine-grained data access and ensured data deletion. However,

the scheme utilized AND Gate’s access structure and cannot

perform keyword search.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we briefly describe some of the background

knowledge used in this article. Table. 1 lists some of the

symbols used in this paper.

A. BILINEAR PAIRING [41]

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime

order p. Let g one generator ofG. A bilinear pairing operation

constructed as with the following properties:
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1) Bilinearity: For ∀u, v ∈ G and all a, b ∈ Zp,

e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab holds.

2) Non-Degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Computability: For all ∀u, v ∈ G, e(u, v) can be effi-

ciently computed.

B. ACCESS STRUCTURE

In an ABE scheme, in order to achieve fine-grained

access control, the following access policy structure [41] is

described.

Let P = {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn} be a set of n parties. For ∀B,C ,

if B ⊆ A and B ⊆ C , then C ∈ A, we say A ⊆ 2{P1,P2,··· ,Pn}

is monotonous. An access structure is a collection A of

non-empty subsets of P = {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn}, namely A ⊆
2{P1,P2,··· ,Pn}{∅}. The sets in A are called authorized sets, and

the sets not in A are called unauthorized sets.

C. LINEAR SECRET SHARING SCHEME (LSSS)

Let P = {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn} be a set of parties. (M, ρ) indicates

an access policyA, whereM is a shared generator matrix with

l rows and n columns. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, ρ(i) is a function

which maps the i row of M to the different attributes. The

following two parts form a linear secret sharing scheme [13]:

1) Let s ∈ Zp be a secret, and r2, · · · , rn ∈ Zp be ran-

domly selected. The column vector v = (s, r2, · · · , rn),

then computes λi = (M · v)i, where λi is the sub-secret

share value of the party ρ(i).

2) Let S ∈ A be any authorized set, and I ⊂
{1, 2, · · · , l} be defined as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}.
Then, there exist constants {ωi ∈ Zp}i∈I satisfie∑

i∈I ωiMi = (1, 0, · · · , 0). The recovered secret will

be
∑

i∈I ωiλi = s. These constants {ωi} can be found

in polynomial time.

D. GENERIC BILINEAR GROUP [42]

Let φ1, φ2 be two random encodings, Z+
p → {0, 1}K where

Z
+
p is an addition group, satisfied K > 3log(p). The groups

G, GT are described as G = {φ1(X )|X ∈ Zp}, GT =
{φ2(X )|X ∈ Zp}, where G represents a generic bilinear

group, g represents φ1(1), g
X denotes φ1(X ), e(g, g) repre-

sents φ2(1) and e(g, g)
X denotes φ2(X ).

E. CRYPTOGRAPHIC ASSUMPTION [43]

Let a, s, b1, · · · , bq are randomly chosen from Zp, and g is

the generator of G. Given

y = (g, gs, ga, · · · , ga
q

, , ga
q+2

, · · · , ga
2q

,

∀1≤j≤q gsbj , ga/bj , · · · , ga
q/bj , , ga

q+2/bj , · · · , ga
2q/bj ,

∀1≤k,j≤q,k 6=j gasbk/bj , · · · , ga
qsbk/bj ).

It is difficult to distinguish an effective tuple e(g, g)a
q+1s ∈

GT from a random element R ∈ GT .

An algorithmB, which returns z ∈ {0, 1}, has an advantage
ǫ in solving the q-parallel BDHE problem in G if

|Pr[B(y, e(g, g)aq+1s) = 0] − Pr[B(y,R)]| ≥ ǫ.

FIGURE 1. System model.

Decisional q-Parallel Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent

assumption (q-parallel BDHE) be described as: if no prob-

ability polynomial time adversary with a non-negligible

advantage to solve the decisional q-parallel BDHE problem,

we say the assumption holds.

IV. SYSTEM AND SECURITY MODEL

A. SYSTEM MODEL

Our scheme comprises five entities: Trusted Third Party

Audit (TPA), Cloud Server (CS), Attribute Authority (AA),

Data Owners (DO) and Data Users (DU). Fig. 1 shows the

system model of our scheme.

1) CLOUD SERVER (CS)

The Cloud Server (CS) has sufficient storage capacity and

computing power which supply storage and data retrieval

services, but it is not completely trusted since it is usually

offered by the third parties. Upon receiving the user’s access

request, the CS executes the seek task using the received

search token. Once the keyword index in some data files

matches the submitted search token, the CS returns corre-

sponding ciphertext to the TPA for verification of the search

result. Besides, the CS is also in charge of some calculating

operations for the revocation phase, for instance ciphertext

updates.

2) TRUSTED THIRD PARTY AUDIT (TPA)

A TPA provides a result verification service that verifies

whether the data returned from the cloud server is completely

correct because DO cannot fully control its remote data.

3) ATTRIBUTE AUTHORITY (AA)

Attribute authority is completely trustworthy. It is in charge of

the system setup and the registration of data users. In addition,

AA takes charge of attribute revocation based on the data

user’s dynamic role.

4) Data Owners (DO)

The data owner is responsible for encrypting shared data and

keyword sets. He first runs the keyword index algorithm and
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then encrypts the shared data with a symmetric encryption

algorithm. In addition, DO encrypts the content key under its

own defined access control. Finally, DO uploads the relevant

ciphertexts to the CS.

5) Data Users (DU)

Each DU has a private key related to his attributes set. They

can generate corresponding search token by applying key-

word, and then exploit the token to find relevant data on

the cloud server. Once the search content is received from

the TPA, if the data user’s attributes meet the access policy in

the ciphertexts, the ciphertexts can be decrypted.

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our scheme contains eleven algorithms as follows:

• Setup(1K) → (PK ,MK ): The AA runs the setup algo-

rithm. It intakes a security parameter K, and returns the

public key PK and master keyMK .

• KeyGen(MK , Suid ) → {SKu, (pk0, sk0)}: The AA runs

private key generation algorithm. It intakes a master key

MK and an attributes set Suid of the DU, then returns the

private key SKu of the DU and the public-private key pair

(pk0, sk0) of the DO.

• IndexGen(PK ,W ) → IW : The DO runs keywords

index generation algorithm. It intakes the public key PK

and the keywords setW , then returns the index IW of the

keywords.

• Encrypt(PK , kθ ,A) → (CT , sigθ ): The DO runs this

algorithm. It intakes the public key PK , the content

key kθ and the access policy A, then outputs the cipher-

texts set CT and the signature sigθ .

• Token(PK ,W ′, SKu) → TW ′ : The DU runs the token

generation algorithm. It inputs the public key PK ,

the keyword set W ′ to be searched and the private

key SKu, then outputs the search token TW ′ .

• Search(TW ′ , IW ): The CS runs search algorithm to ver-

ify whether the token TW ′ submitted by the DU matches

the keyword index IW uploaded by the DO. If they

match, CS returns the relevant search result to TPA,

otherwise it returns symbol ⊥.

• Verify(sigθ ,Cθ ,PK , pk0):The TPA runs the verification

algorithm. After receiving the search result, TPA checks

the correctness of the returned result by interacting with

the CS, and then returns the corresponding ciphertexts

to the DU.

• Decrypt(SKu,CT
′,Cθ ) → kθ : The DU runs the decryp-

tion algorithm. It inputs the corresponding ciphertexts

and private key. If his attributes set satisfies the access

policy embedded in the ciphertext, then outputs the cor-

responding content key kθ , otherwise returns ⊥.

• UKeyGen(PK ,MK , x ′) → (AUKx ′ ,PAKx ′ ): The AA

runs the update key generation algorithm. It intakes

the public key PK , the master key MK and the

revoked attribute x ′, then output attribute update

key AUKx ′ and the updated public attribute key PAKx ′ .

Finally, the attribute update key AUKx ′ and the attribute

revocation list RLx ′ are sent to the user whose attribute

x ′ was canceled and the CS, aim to update the relevant

private key and ciphertext respectively.

• KeyUpdate(SKu,AUKx ′ ) → SK ′
u: The DU whose

attribute x ′ was revoked runs the private key update

algorithm. It intakes the current private key SKu and

attribute updated key AUKx ′ , then returns a new private

key SK ′
u.

• CTUpdate(CT ′,AUKx ′ ) → CT ′′: The CS runs the

ciphertext update algorithm. It inputs the ciphertext

CT ′ associated with the revoked attribute x ′ and attribute
update key AUKx ′ , then outputs an updated cipher-

text CT ′′.

C. SECURITY MODEL

The security of our scheme relies on the general bilinear

group model and the cryptographic assumption. The paper

designed two security games to prove the security of our

scheme, which including the keyword privacy game and the

indistinguishability against selective ciphertext-policy and

chosen plaintext attack (IND-sCP-CPA) game.

1) KEYWORD PRIVACY GAME

Setup: Challenger B runs the setup algorithm to generate

the public key PK and master keyMK , then sends the public

key PK to adversary A, and holds master keyMK privately.

Phase 1: A would iterate asked the OSKu and OToken ora-

cles. B maintains a keyword set catalogue LW which initial

value is empty.

• OSKu (PK ,MK ): It takes as public keyPK and themaster

key MK owned by B, then B returns the corresponding

private key SKu to adversary.

• OToken(PK , SKu,W
∗): Give an asked keyword set W ∗

and the corresponding private key SKu, B generates a

search token before issuing it to A, then B adds the

keyword setW ∗ to the keyword set catalogue LW .

Challenge: A sends two equal-length keyword set

W0 and W1, where W0,W1 /∈ LW , B first chooses a random

bit b ∈ {0, 1} and generates an index IWb of the keyword

set Wb, and then sends it to A. The restriction for W0,W1 /∈
LW is that A cannot guess bits b from OToken oracle.

Phase 2: A submits the same inquiry as Phase1, but the

only restraint is the keyword set W0,W1 cannot be asked to

OToken oracle.

Guess: A sends a guess bit b′ ∈ {0, 1}. The A wins if

b = b′.
Therefore, the advantage of A in breaking the keyword

privacy game is described as AdvA(1K) =| Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2

|.
Then our scheme is keyword secure if all probability polyno-

mial time adversaryA have at most a negligible advantage in

this security game.

2) IND-sCP-CPA GAME

Init: Adversary A determines an access structure A
∗ that

he hopes to dare it.
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Setup: Duplicate the above-mentioned security game’s

Setup.

Phase 1:A can repeatedly ask theOSKu andOAUK oracles.

• OSKu (uid, Suid ):A can sends queries for private key SKu
by submitting (uid, Suid ), where the restraint that Suid
does not satisfy the access structure A∗.

• OAUK (x
′): A can also do the attribute update key query

by sending any attribute x ′.

Challenge:A sends two equal-lengthmessages kθ0 and kθ1 .

Challenger B selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and encrypts

kθb under the access structure A
∗, then sends the ciphertext

CT ′∗ to A.

Phase 2: A may ask more secret keys and update keys for

other attribute sets. It is same as Phase1.

Guess: A sends a guess bit b′ ∈ {0, 1}. The A wins

if b = b′.
Therefore, the advantage of A in breaking the game is

described as AdvIND−sCP−CPA
A

(1K) =| Pr[b′ = b] − 1
2

|.
Then our scheme is IND-sCP-CPA secure if all probability

polynomial time adversary A, there is at most a negligible

advantage in this security game.

V. A CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

In this part, we will introduce a specific multiple keyword

searchable encryption scheme that support data integrity ver-

ification and attribute revocation.

A. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

Setup(1K) →(PK,MK): AA chooses two bilinear groups

G and GT of prime order p. e : G × G → GT is a bilinear

map and g, g0 are generators of G. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G,

H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z
∗
p are two hash functions. It first outputs

a global public parameter GP = {G,GT ,H ,H1, e, p, g, g0}.
AA defines U as attribute universe, selects a random element

vx ∈ Zp for each attribute x ∈ U , and calculates the

public attribute key PAKx = gvx . Then, it selects random

numbers a, α, β ∈ Z
∗
p, the public key and the master key are

published as

PK = {GP, ga, gα, e(g, g)β , {PAKx | x ∈ U}},
MK = {α, gβ , {vx | x ∈ U}}.

Finally, for each attribute x ∈ U , RLx denote the attribute

revocation list.

B. KEY GENERATION

KeyGen(MK,Suid )→{SKu, (pk0, sk0)}: The AA runs key gen-

eration algorithm. When a DU adds in the system, AA dis-

tributes an identity uid and attributes Suid to him. Then it

selects t ∈ Z
∗
p, calculates D = gβ · gat , D′ = gt , D′′ = gaα ,

and for ∀ : x ∈ Suid calculates Dx = H (x)t/vx . The algorithm

outputs the private key of the DU as:

SKu = (D,D′,D′′,Dx).

After that, AA randomly chooses r ′ ∈ Z
∗
p and cal-

culates gr
′
, then outputs the DO’s public/secret key pair

(pk0, sk0), where pk0 = gr
′
, sk0 = r ′.

C. DATA ENCRYPTION

Step 1 (Keywords index generation):

IndexGen(PK,W)→ IW : Given the file set F =
(F1,F2, · · · ,Fd ), where d indicates the number of files.

DO first extracts keywords W = {w1,w2, · · · ,wm} from

certain file Fθ (1 ≤ θ ≤ d) and constructs index for it, where

m indicates the number of keywords in the keyword set. For

the keyword wj ∈ W , DO selects σ ∈ Z
∗
p and computes

I = gασ , where 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then, he chooses τθ for Fθ

and computes Iθ,j = ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(wj), I ′θ = gτθ , he sets the

index for the keyword wj as

{Iwj} = (I , {Iθ,j, I
′
θ }).

Finally, the DO generations the index for the keyword set W

as IW = {Iwj}1≤j≤m.
Step 2 (File encryption):

To encrypt Fθ , the DO uses the content secret key kθ
(the kθ is randomly selected in secret key space) and a

symmetric encryption algorithm to obtain ciphertexts Cθ =
Enckθ (Fθ ), then DO encrypts kθ by the following encryption

algorithm.

Encrypt(PK,kθ ,(M,ρ)) → CT: Algorithm inputs PK ,

kθ and an access policy (M, ρ), where M is a matrix of

l × n, and function ρ maps each row of M to different

attribute. It selects random values y2, · · · , yn ∈ Zp as the

components of the vector v = (s, y2, · · · , yn). For 1 ≤ i ≤ l,

the shares of the secret s are calculated as λi = Mi · v, where
Mi denotes the vector composed by the i-th row ofM. Then,

algorithm randomly selects r1, · · · , rl ∈ Zp and calculates

the ciphertexts as

CT ′ = {(M, ρ), C̃=kθ · e(g, g)βs,C=gs,

∀i ∈ 1, · · · , l : Ĉi = (g)aλiH (ρ(i))ri , Či = (gvρ(i) )
ri}.

In addition, theDOgenerates the signature sigθ = (H (idθ )·
g
H1(Cθ )
0 )r

′
for file Fθ (1 ≤ θ ≤ d), where idθ is the identity

of the file Fθ . Finally, the DO uploads the ciphertexts CT =
(IW ,Cθ ,CT

′, ) and the signature sigθ to the CS.

D. KEYWORD SEARCH

Step 1 (Token generation):

Token(PK,W’,SKu) → TW ′ : When the DU releases a

search ask for the keyword set W ′ = (w′
1,w

′
2, · · · ,w′

m′ ),

it chooses π ∈ Z
∗
p and calculates t1 = gaπ ·

m′∏
j=1

g
πH1(w

′
j),

t2 = gαπ , t3 = D′′π , where m′ indicates the number of

keyword asked by the DU. Then, DU sets the search token as

TW ′ = (t1, t2, t3).

Finally he sends TW ′ to CS.
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Step 2 (Search data):

Search(TW ′ , IW ): When obtaining a search query of

the DU, CS verifies whether the submitted token TW ′

matches some of the keyword indexes Iwj ∈ IW by the

equation

e(

m′∏

j=1

Iθ,j, t2) = e(I , t1)e(I
′
θ , t3).

In terms of the above equation, it is a matching of the token

with the index. In the keyword index generation process,

the DO encrypts m keyword to get {Iwj}j∈[1,m]. In the token

generation process, the DU releases a search ask for m′ key-
word and generation a token TW ′ , particularly m′ ≤ m. When

the CS obtained token TW ′ , in order to the above equation

holds, the CS randomly choosem′ index from {Iwj}j∈[1,m] and
perform multiplication operations. According to the mathe-

matical statistics and probability theory, the total number of

random selections is Cm′
m = m(m−1)(m−2)···(m−m′+1)

m′! . Then,

CS matches the multiplication of index {Iwj}j∈[1,m] with

token TW ′ . As long as there is one successful match in the

Cm′
m times matching, it proves that the search succeeds. If the

search succeeds, the above equation holds. The CS returns

search ciphertext CT = {IW ,Cθ ,CT
′} to TPA. Otherwise,

returns ⊥.

E. VERIFICATION

Verify(sigθ ,Cθ ,PK,pk0): After getting the related data Cθ ,

TPA chooses µθ ∈ Z
∗
p for the ciphertext Cθ with the iden-

tity idθ , and interacts with CS as follows:

1) TPA sents µθ to the CS;

2) CS calculates δ = µθH1(Cθ ) and ξ = (sigθ )
µθ , where

sigθ = (H (idθ ) · gH1(Cθ )
0 )r

′
. Then, CS sends (δ, ξ ) to

TPA;

3) TPA checks the correctness of Cθ by equation

e(ξ, g) = e(H (idθ )
µθ · gδ

0, pk0).

If the above equation holds, TPA returns tuple

(CT ′,Cθ ) to DU, otherwise it discards CT
′.

F. FILE DECRYPTION

Decrypt(SKu,CT’,Cθ ): The DU obtained a verified ciphertext

(CT ′,Cθ ) from the TPA. If the attribute of the DU is not

in the revocation list RLx , and the attribute in SKu satisfies

the access policy embedded in the ciphertext, DU can obtain

a content key kθ by running the following decryption algo-

rithm. The algorithm be proceed as follows:

Let I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , l} be described as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ Suid }
and {λi} are valid shares of s, then according to the properties
of LSSS, there exist a set of constants {ωi ∈ Zp}i∈I satisfying∑

i∈I ωiλi = s. The decryption algorithm first calculates:

A =
∏

i∈I e(Ĉi,D
′)ωi

∏
i∈I e(Či,Dρ(i))ωi

= e(g, g)ats.

The DU computes kθ as kθ = C̃ ·A
e(D,C)

subsequently, and then

decrypts the file with kθ .

G. ATTRIBUTE REVOCATION

If an attribute x ′ is cancelled from a few data users, AA puts

the identity of these data users to the attribute revocation

set RLx ′ . The specific way is as follows:

Step 1 (Update key generation):

UKeyGen(PK,MK,x’)→ (AUKx ′ ,PAK x ′ ): This algorithm

intakes the public key PK , the master private key MK ,

the revoked attribute x ′. For the revoked attribute x ′,
AA selects a random element vx ′ ∈ Z

∗
p(vx ′ 6= vx ′ ), and

then calculates the attribute update key by AUKx ′ = vx′
vx′

.

In addition, AA calculates the new public attribute key by

using the attribute update key just updated as

PAK x ′ = (PAKx ′ )

v
x′
v
x′ = (PAKx ′ )AUKx′ .

Finally, AA announces the new public attribute key PAK x ′ .

Meanwhile, AA sends the attribute update key AUKx ′ and

the attribute revocation list RLx ′ to the DU whose identity

uid /∈ RLx ′ and the CS, aiming to update the private key and

ciphertext associated with the revoked attribute x ′.
Step 2 (Update user private key):

KeyUpdate(SKu,AUKx ′ ) → SK ′
u: This algorithm intakes

the user’s private key SKu and the attribute update key AUKx ′ .

Then, the user performs a private key update procedure and

returns a new private key SK ′
u as follows:

SK ′
u = {D = D,D′ = D′,D′′ = D′′,

for x 6= x ′ : Dx = Dx ,

for x = x ′ : Dx = (Dx)
AUKx′ }.

Step 3 (Ciphertexts update):

CTUpdate(CT’,AUKx ′ ) → CT ′′: It inputs the ciphertext

CT ′ related to the cancelled attribute x ′ and the attribute

update key AUKx ′ , then CS runs this algorithm returns

updated ciphertext CT ′′:

CT ′′ = {C̃ ′ = C̃,C ′ = C,

∀i ∈ 1, · · · , l : Ĉ ′
i = Ĉi,

for rho(i) 6= x ′ : Č ′
i = Či,

for ρ(i) = x ′ : Č ′
i = (Či)

AUKρ(i)}.

VI. CORRECTNESS AND SECURITY PROOFS

A. CORRECTNESS PROOF

1) Correctness of the keywords search:

Judge: e(
m′∏
j=1

Iθ,j, t2) = e(I , t1)e(I
′
θ , t3)

Left side of the equation can represent as:

e(

m′∏

j=1

Iθ,j, t2) = e(ga(σ+τθ )g
σ

m′∑
j=1

H1(w
′
j)

, gαπ )

= e(g, g)απa(σ+τθ )e(g, g)
απσ

m′∑
j=1

H1(w
′
j)
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Right side of the equation can represent as:

e(I , t1)e(I
′
θ , t3)

= e(gσα, gaπ ·
m′∏

j=1

g
πH1(w

′
j))e(gτθ , gaπα)

= e(g, g)
σαπ

m′∑
j=1

H1(w
′
j)

e(g, g)σαaπe(g, g)τθπαa

= e(g, g)
σαπ

m′∑
j=1

H1(w
′
j)

e(g, g)αaπ (σ+τθ )

2) Correctness of the verification phase:

Judge: e(ξ, g) = e(H (idθ )
µθ · gδ

0, pk0)

Process:

e(ξ, g) = e((sigθ )
µθ , g)

= e(((H (idθ ) · gH1(Cθ )
0 )r

′
)µθ , g)

= e(H (idθ )
µθ · gµθH1(Cθ )

0 , gr
′
)

= e(H (idθ )
µθ · gδ

0, pk0)

3) The correctness of file decryption:

A =
∏

i∈I e(Ĉi,D
′)ωi

∏
i∈I e(Či,Dρi )

ωi

=
∏

i∈I e(g
aλiH (ρ(i))ri , gt )ωi∏

i∈I e((g
vρ(i) )ri ,H (ρ(i))t/vρ(i) )ωi

=
∏

i∈I e(g
aλi , gt )ωi ·

∏
i∈I e(H (ρ(i))ri , gt )ωi∏

i∈I e(g
ri ,H (ρ(i))t )ωi

= e(g, g)at
∑

i∈Iωiλi

= e(g, g)ats

kθ = C̃ · A
e(D,C)

= kθ · e(g, g)βs · e(g, g)ats
e(gβ · gat , gs)

B. SECURITY PROOF

Theorem 1:Given a one-way hash functionH1. Our scheme is

proved secure under the general bilinear group model, which

can resist selectively chosen keyword attack.

Proof: In keyword privacy game, the target of A is to

differentiate between ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W0) and ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W1).

With inputting a number f ∈ Zp, the ascendancy of A in

differentiating between gf and ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W0) is the same

as that of differentiating between gf and ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W1).

To simply expressed, let’s assume that A can differentiate

between gf and ga(σ+τθ ), and then a modified keyword pri-

vacy game between A and B as shown below.

Setup: B randomly chooses a, α ∈ Z
∗
p firstly and return a

public key PK = (g, gα, ga) to A, then B holds the master

key MK = {α} privately.
Phase 1: A makes the private key and token queries to the

oracles OSKu and OToken.

• OSKu (PK ,MK ): B calculates D′′ = gaα and PK =
(g, gα, ga), then return D′′ to A.

• OToken(PK ,W ∗,D′′): Inputting PK ,W ∗ and D′′, B ran-

domly chooses π ∈ Z
∗
p and generates a search token

TW ′ = (t1, t2, t3) of the keyword set W ∗, where t1 =

gaπ ·
m′∏
j=1

g
πH1(w

′
j), t2 = gαπ , t3 = D′′π , and then B adds

the W ∗ to the keyword set catalogue LW .

Challenge: B inputting equal length keyword sets W0

and W1, where W0,W1 /∈ LW . B selects σ, τθ ∈ Z
∗
p, and

chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, if b = 0, he outputs

I = gασ , Iθ,j = gf , I ′θ = gτθ , otherwise, he returns I = gασ ,

Iθ,j = ga(σ+τθ ), I ′θ = gτθ .

Phase 2: The same procedures as Phase1, but the only

limitation is that the keyword sets W0, W1 cannot be asked

to OToken oracle.

In summary, if A could construct e(g, g)h
′a(σ+τθ ) from the

item gh
′
of the query return, then he can differentiate between

ga(σ+τθ ) and gf . Yet, we still demand to prove that A can not

gain e(g, g)h
′a(σ+τθ ) from the item gh

′
with a non-negligible

advantage in the keyword privacy game.

We express two functions φ1, φ2 which map from the

domain Zp to a set of p
3 elements in the general group model.

Let G = {φ1(X )|X ∈ Zp}, GT = {φ2(X )|X ∈ Zp},
and distinguishing an element’s advantage is negligible in the

mapping between φ1 and φ2. Then, we explore the advantage

of A constructing e(g, g)h
′a(σ+τθ ) from the item gh

′
.

Now we consider how to gain e(g, g)h
′a(σ+τθ ) with the

item gh
′
. Because item σ can only be found from item ασ ,

the item h′ should contain α so as to get e(g, g)h
′a(σ+τθ ). Put

another way, given h′ = h′′α, A will attempt to construct

e(g, g)h
′′αa(σ+τθ ), yet he still requires to get h′′αaτθ from

the item τθ and αa. However, α is the master key which is

privately-owned for B, so A cannot get e(g, g)h
′′αa(σ+τθ ) in

either case.

In the end, we conclude that A cannot distinguish

between ga(σ+τθ ) and gf , so A is less likely to distinguish

between ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W0) and ga(σ+τθ )gσH1(W1). Therefore,

A can’t break keyword privacy games with a non-negligible

advantage.

Theorem 2:Assume the decisional q-parallel BDHE assump-

tion holds in groups G and GT , there is no probability poly-

nomial time adversary A who can break the security of our

scheme with a non-negligible advantage.

Proof: Assume there exists a probability polynomial

time adversary A, if A can attack the security of our scheme

with a non-negligible advantage ε1 = AdvIND−sCP−CPA
A

in

the selective security model, then we built a imitator B to

settle the decisional q-parallel BDHE assumption with a non-

negligible advantage ε1
2
.

The challenger C first randomly selects a, s, b1, · · · , bq in

Zp and sets:

y = (g, gs, ga, · · · , ga
q

, , ga
q+2

, · · · , ga
2q

,

∀1≤j≤q gsbj , ga/bj , · · · , ga
q/bj , , ga

q+2/bj , · · · , ga
2q/bj ,

∀1≤k,j≤q,k 6=j gasbk/bj , · · · , ga
qsbk/bj ).

Then C chooses a random bit υ ∈ {0, 1}; if υ = 0, C sets

T = e(g, g)a
q+1s; if υ = 1, C selects a random element T

in GT .
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Init: B received a decisional q-parallel BDHE chal-

lenge (y, T ),A claims a challenge access structure (M∗, ρ∗),
whereM∗ is a l∗ × n∗ matrix, and l∗, n∗ ≤ q.

Setup: B randomly chooses a elements β ′ ∈ Zp and sets

e(g, g)β = e(ga, ga
q
) · e(g, g)β ′

which implicitly sets β =
β ′ + aq+1.

Let X be a scope of indices i where ρ∗(i) = x, B randomly

chooses zx ∈ Zp for each attribute. ThenB programsH (x) as:

If X = ∅, H (x) = gzx ;else,

H (x) = gzx
∏

i∈X
g
aM∗

i,1/big
a2M∗

i,2/bi · · · gn
∗M∗

i,n∗/bi .

In addition, for whichever attribute x, B initializes vx by

randomly choosing vx ∈ Zp and sets PAKx = gvx .

Phase 1: B keeps a list tuple (uid, Suid , SKu) represented

asLSKu , which is initialized to null.A can query the following

oracles in polynomial form:

• OSKu (uid, Suid ): Suppose B receives a secret key query

for (uid, Suid ), where Suid does not satisfy the access

structure (M∗, ρ∗), the specific process is as follows:
If (uid, Suid ) has been asked before, simulator

B retrieves SKu from the LSKu . If not, B chooses a

vector η = (η1, · · · , ηn∗ ) ∈ Z
∗
p such that η1 = −1

and M∗
i · η = 0 for all i, ρ∗(i) ∈ Suid . According to

the properties of LSSS, such a vector must exist. Then

B randomly picks r ∈ Zp and sets t as:

t = r + η1a
q + η2a

q−1 + · · · + ηn∗aq+1−n∗
.

The following, B performs the form by setting:

D′ = gr ·
∏

i=1,··· ,n∗
(ga

q+1−i
)ηi = gt .

Through the definition of t , we noticed that gat contains

a term of g−aq+1
, which will be cancelled out with the

unknown term in gβ during constructing D. B computes

D as:

D = gβ ′
gar ·

∏

i=2,··· ,n∗
(ga

q+2−i
)ηi .

NowB computesDx for all x ∈ Suid . For every attribute

x ∈ Suid , we let Dx = (D′)(zx/vx) when there is no i

such that ρ∗(i) = x. For the attribute x ∈ Suid used in

the access structure, the terms of the form ga
q+1/bi are

difficult to imitate. Fortunately, we have M∗
i · η = 0,

so the term ga
q+1/bi will be eliminated. B calculates Dx

as:

Dx = (D′)zx/vx
∏

i∈X

∏

j=1,··· ,n∗
((ga

j/bi )r )
M∗
i,j/vx

·
∏

i∈X

∏

j=1,··· ,n∗

∏

k=1,··· ,n∗
k 6=j

((ga
q+1+j−k/bi )ηk )

M∗
i,j/vx

= H (x)t/vx .

Finally,B adds the private key SKu={D,D′, {Dx}x∈Suid }
to LSKu and sends it to A.

• OAUK (x
′): A sends an attribute x ′ for updating the

attribute key request. B randomly selects a number

vx ′ ∈ Zp as the new attribute key of x ′, and then outputs
attribute update key AUKx ′ = vx ′/vx ′ to A.

Challenge:A submits two equal lengths of challenge infor-

mations kθ0 , kθ1 to B. Then B chooses a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}
and computes CT ′∗ as follows:

C̃∗ = kθb · T · e(gs, gβ ′
), C

∗ = gs.

It is hard for B to imitate Ĉ∗
i since it includes terms gajs

that B cannot imitate. However, B can do the secret splitting,

so that these terms be eliminated. For simple description,

B randomly selects y′2, · · · , y′n∗ ∈ Zp, then shares the secret

s by using vector

V = (s, sa+ y′2, sa
2 + y′3, · · · , san

∗−1 + y′n∗ ) ∈ Z
n∗
p .

For i = 1, · · · , l, we describe Ri as the set of all

k 6= i making ρ∗(i) = ρ∗(k). B also selects random

value r ′
1, · · · , r ′

l ∈ Zp. By implicitly setting ri = −r ′
i − sbi,

B calculates Č∗
i and Ĉ∗

i as:

Č∗
i = g(−r

′
i−sbi)·vρ∗(i) ,

Ĉ∗
i = H (ρ∗(i))−r

′
i · (gsbi )−zρ∗(i) ·

∏

j=2,··· ,n∗
(ga)

M∗
i,j·y′j

·
∏

k∈Ri

∏

j=1,··· ,n∗
(ga

jsbi/bk )
−M∗

k,j .

Finally, B sends the ciphertext CT ′∗ = {C̃∗,C
∗
, Č∗

i , Ĉ
∗
i }

to A.

Phase 2:A continues to perform queries similar toPhase1.

Guess: A will output a guess b′ of b. If b′ = b, B returns

v′ = 0 to guess T = e(g, g)a
q+1s. Otherwise, B returns v′ = 1

means that T is a random element in GT . If v = 0, A gets

an effective ciphertext of kb. In this case, the advantage of

A is ǫ1, hence Pr[b
′ = b|v = 0] = 1/2 + ǫ1. Because

B returns v′ = 0 when b′ = b, hence Pr[v′ = v|v =
0] = 1/2 + ǫ1. If v = 1, A can’t get information about b,

hence Pr[b′ = b|v = 1] = 1/2. When b′ 6= b, B returns

v′ = 1, hence Pr[v′ = v|v = 1] = 1/2. Therefore, the total

advantage of B in solving the decisional q-parallel BDHE

assumption is :

Pr = [v′ = v] − 1

2

= 1

2
Pr[v′ = v|v = 0] + 1

2
Pr[v′ = v|v = 1] − 1

2

= 1

2
(
1

2
+ ǫ1) + 1

2
· 1
2

− 1

2

= ǫ1

2
.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON

We compared some existing schemeswith ours from keyword

search, attribute revocation, result verification, and access

control, as indicated in Table. 2. The symbol ‘‘
√
’’ indicates
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TABLE 2. Functional comparison.

TABLE 3. Storage cost comparison.

that the scheme has this function, and ‘‘×’’ indicates the

opposite situation. As can be seen from the Table. 2, our

scheme is more functional which supports the above charac-

teristics simultaneously, and these features make our scheme

more suitable for practical applications.

B. STORAGE COST COMPARISON

The number of elements in the group determines the space

that is occupied. For ease of comparison, we define some

symbols for storing the cost. |Zp| and |G| respectively repre-
sent the bit length of the element in the domain Zp and group

G, ni represents the number of possible values of the attribute

i, na represents the number of all attributes in the scheme,

and na,u represents the number of attributes owned by a user

in the scheme, nx indicates the number of attributes revoked,

and ϕ represents the number of search results. Table. 3 below

gives the storage cost. In Table. 3, we compare the storage

overhead of our paper with the literatures [23], [36], [39] in

system setup, key generation, index generation, encryption,

and token generation. We mainly consider the bit length of

the elements in the domain Zp and the group G .

C. CALCULATION COST COMPARISON

Before analyzing the computational cost, some main time-

consuming operational symbols are given: bilinear pairwise

operation P, exponential operation E . Here we ignore the

computation overhead of the hash function because it is

highly efficient compared with other expensive operations.

In Table 4, we compare the calculation cost of our paper with

the literatures [23], [36], and [39] in key generation, system

setup, token generation, file search, key update, ciphertext

update and verification. It can be seen from Table. 4 that the

scheme [23] does not support key update, ciphertext update

and verification algorithms. The computational complexity of

our solution and other schemes in the system setup stage and

key generation stage are linearly increasing with the number

of attributes, but in the key generation phase, our scheme only

needs 1 exponential operation related to the attribute, and

the scheme [23], [39], and [36] need 2, 3 and 2 exponential

operations respectively, which makes our scheme is more

efficient than other schemes. In addition, the search compu-

tation cost of our scheme and the scheme [39] are constant

3P and E + 2P respectively, but the search calculation cost

of the schemes [36] and [23] are positively correlated with

the number of attributes. In addition, since the result authen-

tication mechanism performs the verification algorithm, this

solution brings additional computational and storage costs.

D. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION

In order to analyze the actual performance of the system

and related literatures, this paper uses a real data set and

PBC (Pairing-Based Cryptography) library [44] to carry out

a series of simulation experiments. The simulation is exe-

cuted on a Windows machines with 3.40GHz Intel(R) Core

(TM) i7-2630 CPU and 8GB ROM. JDK 1.7.5, MyElipse

10 and JPBC 2.0.0 are software runtime. In the experiment,

the exponent operation E and the pair operation P, |Zp| =
160bit , |G| = 1024 bit are mainly considered. For ease of

description, this paper assumes that the number of attributes

is |na| = |na,u| ∈ [10, 50]. The experimental results of the

main algorithm are given below.

As shown in Fig. 2(a)–2(d), the storage costs of system

setup, key generation, index generation, and token generation

algorithms are described, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(a)

and Fig. 2(b), in the system setup and key generation phase,

the storage overhead of the solution is far lower than that of

the schemes [23], [36], and [39]. For instance, while setting

|na| = |na,u| = 30, the storage cost of system setup algorithm
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TABLE 4. Calculation cost comparison.

FIGURE 2. Performance evaluation. (a) Storage cost of system setup. (b) Storage cost of KeyGen. (c) Storage cost of IndexGen. (d) Storage cost
of TokenGen. (e) System setup time. (f) Key generation time. (g) Token generation time. (h) Search time.

in [36], [39], and [23] is 144288 bit , 64576 bit , 51776 bit ,

respectively, but our scheme only required 19104 bit . So in

fact, when |na| ≫ |na,u|, our scheme is more efficient. From

Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d), it can be found that in index generation

and token generation algorithms our scheme and the scheme

[39] have basically the same storage cost, and are far lower

than the schemes [36] and [23]. Therefore, ours scheme is

more suitable for entities with limited resources, especially

mobile terminals and sensor nodes.

As shown in Fig. 2(e)–2(h), the time costs of system setup,

key generation, token generation and search algorithms are

described, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2(e), the system

setup time of our scheme and the scheme [23] are basically

the same, which are smaller than the schemes [36] and [39].

As shown in Fig. 2(f), the key generation time of our scheme

is much smaller than the other three schemes. From Fig. 2(g)

and Fig. 2(h), it can be found that the time required for our

scheme in the token generation phase and search phase is not

affected by the number of attributes, which is a very small

constant, but the schemes [23] and [36] grow linearly with

the number of attributes. In summary, our scheme is efficient

and feasible in practical applications.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Compared with the previous search encryption scheme, this

paper not only implements multi-keyword search without

reducing the search efficiency, but also introduces TPA to

verify the correctness of the search results and realize the

function of user attribute revocation. Our scheme has proven

to be secure against selectively chosen keyword attack in

the general bilinear group model and be resistant to selec-

tive plaintext attacks. Then the feasibility of our scheme

was verified by both theory and experiment. Additionally,

with the needs of practical applications and further research,

the problems that we need to be considered are making use

of blockchain technology to design more secure, high search

efficiency, and support dynamic dataset search schemes.
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